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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

AB Heritage Limited have been commissioned by Proun Architects to produce an Archaeological 

Desk-Based Assessment covering proposed development at 214 Lambeth Road, Lambeth, 

London.The proposed development site is currently occupied by an old rectory building [AB 23], 

which is Grade II Listed. 

This assessment has reviewed all of the known cultural heritage features within 250m of the proposed 

development site in order to gain an understanding of the potential for the presence of archaeological 

features within the site boundary, and assess the potential impact of the proposed development upon 

these. 

Based on the known historical development of the proposed development site and surrounding study 

area, the presence of the Grade II Listed rectory [AB 23], and the predicted past impacts within the 

limits of proposed development, it is concluded that there is an potential for the recovery of 

archaeology within the limits of proposed development. This is likely to take the form of remains 

associated with former building on the site, which may have included the site of the pound [AB 22] of 

the Lambeth Manor (now Lambeth Palace [AB 8]). There is also the potential for the recovery of 

features of all other dates, including other features relating to the development of the land surrounding 

Lambeth Palace [AB 8].  

With regard to the below ground archaeological resource it is proposed that an archaeological 

evaluation is undertaken in advance of proposed development. This would allow for the investigation 

of any potential archaeological material beneath the ground surface of the proposed development site 

and the development of an appropriate mitigation strategy.  

In addition, with regard to the presence of the Grade II Listed Rectory [AB 23], it is proposed that a 

Historic Building Recording survey be undertaken ahead of the proposed changes to the building, 

both internally and externally. This would allow for extant potential to be investigated and/or mitigated.  

This recommendation is subject to the approval of the GLAASPlanning Archaeologist.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project Background 

1.1.1 AB Heritage Limited (hereinafter AB Heritage) has been commissioned by Proun Architects to 

produce an Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment covering the proposed development 

at214 Lambeth Road, Lambeth, London (see Figure 1). 

1.1.2 This report includes a description of the baseline conditions; an examination of available 

documentary, cartographic and known archaeological evidence; and identifies any known and 

potential cultural heritage receptor(s) within the application site or its immediate vicinity. It 

proposes a suitable mitigation strategy for archaeology, where such a works are deemed 

appropriate. 

1.2 Site Location & Description 

1.2.1 The proposed development site covers an area of c. 0.15 hectares, centred at approximately 

TQ 30811 79065on the north side of Lambeth Road. This is situated c. 60m south-west of the 

railway bridge, which runs parallel to Sail Street, and c. 310m to the north-east of Lambeth 

Bridge. The northern edge of the site is immediately adjacent to Archbishops Park. 

1.2.2 The site itself is currently occupied by a Grade II Listed 18
th
 - 19

th
 century house, which was 

the former rectory to St Mary’s Church. It is now known as the Old Rectory[AB 23] 

andcurrently has a public residential purpose. The listing covers the full site to the walled 

boundaries (see Figure 1), and includes a gravelled parking area and modern garage at the 

front of the building, a garden to the rear. 

1.3 Geology & Topography 

1.3.1 The geology of the proposed development site consists of clay and silt of the London Clay 

Formation, which was formed from re-deposited shallow water sediments.The superficial 

geology consists of the Kempton Park Gravel Formation, in which rocks were formed from the 

sand, gravel,peat, and silt and clay from overbank floodplain alluvium, which were deposited 

in rivers, which created river terraces (BGS 2014). 

1.3.2 The surface of the land within the proposed development site is flat at c. 8m above OD. The 

front of the site (facing Lambeth Road) is a gravel car park area, while the back of the site is 

landscaped and primarily laid to lawn. 

1.4 Proposed Development 

1.4.1 The proposed development consists of plans to construct a new lower ground floor level at 

the front, and a basement at the rear of the existing building at the proposed development 

site. This will involve excavation for the construction of the below-ground levels, and the 

insertion of piles into the ground to support walling beams.An additional storey will reinstate 

the second floor that was previously demolished.  
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1.4.2 The proposal also includes construction of a two storey carriage building with basement to the 

south-west side of the front garden. Three of the trees in the front garden will be removed and 

replaced during these proposed works (see Figures 6-11).  

1.4.3 The proposed carriage building will replace a smaller existing garagewhich will be demolished 

to the south-west of the existing building (see Figures 8-10). 
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2. AIMS & METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Aims of Works 

2.1.1 Early consultation on the results of archaeological research and consideration of the 

implications of proposed development are the key to informing reasonable planning decisions.  

2.1.2 The aim of this report is to facilitate such a process by understanding the historical 

development of the application site and the likely impact upon any surviving archaeological 

resource resulting from the proposed development, devising appropriate mitigation responses 

where necessary. 

2.2 Methodology of Works 

2.2.1 The assessment has been carried out, in regard to the collation of baseline information, in line 

with the Institute for Archaeologists’ Standard and Guidance for Desk-Based Assessment 

(1994, latest revision November 2012). 

2.2.2 This assessment includes relevant information contained in various statutory requirements, 

national, regional and local planning policies and professional good practice guidance, 

including: 

• Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act, 1979 

• Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act, 1990 

• The National Planning Policy Framework, 2012 

2.2.3 The GLAAS (Greater London Archaeological Advisory Service) Historic Environment Record 

(HER) is the primary source of information concerning the current state of archaeological and 

architectural knowledge in this area.  For reporting purposes the HER information has been 

re-numbered with AB numbers, which can be viewed in Appendix 1. The information 

contained within this database was supported by examination of data from a wide range of 

other sources, principally: 

• The Heritage Gateway (www.heritagegateway.org.uk) for information from English 

Heritage National Monuments Record, Pastscape and other research resources, 

including the Access to Archives (A2A) 

• The English Heritage website professional pages, particularly the National Heritage List 

For England 

• A site-walk over on the 27
th
 October 2014 

• Additional relevant documentary and online historic sources 

2.2.4 Information from these sources was used to understand:  

• Information on statutory and non-statutory designated sites 
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• Information on heritage assets recorded on the GLAAS HER 

• Readily accessible information on the site’s history from readily available historic maps 

and photographs 

• Any information on the site contained in published and unpublished archaeological and 

historical sources, including any previous archaeological investigations undertaken within 

the study area 

• A greater understanding of key cultural heritage issues of the site and surrounding area, 

developed through the onsite walkover, including information on areas of past truncation 

within the site boundary 

• The impact of proposed development on the known and potential archaeological 

resource, resulting in the formulation of a mitigation strategy, where required, which 

appropriately targets any future works to those required to gain planning consent.  

2.2.5 During consultation between Hannah Simpson (Assistant Consultant; AB Heritage) and Mark 

Stevenson(GLAAS Archaeological Advisor), on the 24
th
October 2014, it was agreed, given 

the location and form of development, that the Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment would 

examine heritage records within 250m of the proposed development site boundary. 

2.3 Assessment of the Cultural Heritage Resource 

2.3.1 This desk-based assessment contains a record of the known and potential cultural heritage 

resource of an area. In relation to buried archaeological remains, where there is a potential for 

encountering a particular resource within the application site this is assessed according to the 

following scale:  

Low  - Very unlikely to be encountered on site 

Medium  - Possibility that features may occur / be encountered on site 

High   - Remains almost certain to survive on site 

2.3.2 There is currently no standard adopted statutory or government guidance for assessing the 

importance of an archaeological feature and this is instead judged upon factors such as 

statutory and non-statutory designations, architectural, archaeological or historical 

significance, and the contribution to local research agendas. Considering these criteria each 

identified feature can be assigned to a level of importance in accordance with a five point 

scale (Table 1, below). 
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Table 1: Assessing the Importance of a Cultural Heritage Site 
 

SCALE OF SITE IMPORTANCE 

NATIONAL 

The highest status of site, e.g. Scheduled Monuments (or undesignated assets of 

schedulable quality and importance). Grade I and Grade II* Listed Buildings. Other 

listed buildings that can be shown to have exceptional qualities in their fabric or 

historical associations not adequately reflected in the listing grade. Conservation 

Areas containing very important buildings. Undesignated structures of clear national 

importance. Extremely well preserved historic landscape, whether inscribed or not, 

with exceptional coherence, time depth, or other critical factor(s). 

REGIONAL 

Grade II Listed Buildings or other designated or undesignated archaeological sites 

(in addition to those listed above), or assets of a reasonably defined extent and 

significance, or reasonable evidence of occupation / settlement, ritual, industrial 

activity etc. Examples may include areas containing buildings that contribute 

significantly to its historic character, burial sites, deserted medieval villages, Roman 

roads and dense scatter of finds. 

LOCAL 

Evidence of human activity more limited in historic value than the examples above, 

or compromised by poor preservation and/or survival of context associations, 

though which still have the potential to contribute to local research objectives. 

Examples include sites such as ‘locally designated’ buildings or undesignated 

structures / buildings of limited historic merit, out-of-situ archaeological findspots / 

ephemeral archaeological evidence and historic field systems and boundaries etc. 

NEGLIGIBLE 

Assets with very little or no surviving archaeological interest. Examples include 

destroyed antiquities, structures of almost no architectural / historic merit, buildings 

of an intrusive character or relatively modern / common landscape features such as 

quarries, drains and ponds etc. 

UNKNOWN 
Insufficient information exists to assess the importance of a feature (e.g. 

unidentified features on aerial photographs). 

 

2.3.3 The importance of already identified cultural heritage resources is determined by reference to 

existing designations. Where classification of a receptor’s value covered a range of the above 

possibilities or for previously unidentified features where no designation has been assigned, 

the value of the receptor was based on professional knowledge and judgement. 

2.3.4 For some types of finds or remains there is no consistent value and the importance may vary, 

for example Grade II Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas. For this reason, adjustments 

are occasionally made, where appropriate, based on professional judgement.   

2.4 Impact Assessment Criteria 

2.4.1 The magnitude of impact upon the archaeological and heritage resource, which can be 

considered in terms of direct and indirect impacts, is determined by identifying the level of 

effect from the proposed development upon the baseline conditions of the site and the cultural 

heritage resource identified. The criteria for assessing the magnitude of impact are set out in 

Table 2 (below). 

2.4.2 In certain cases it is not possible to confirm the magnitude of impact upon a cultural heritage 

resource, especially where anticipated buried deposits exist. Where possible a professional 
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judgement as to the scale of such impacts is applied to enable the likely ‘Significance of 

Effects’ to be established; however, a magnitude level of ‘uncertain’ is included for situations 

where it is simply not appropriate to make such a judgement at this stage of works.   

 
Table 2: Criteria for Determining Magnitude of Impact 

 

IMPACT 

LEVEL 
DEFINITION 

HIGH 

Major impacts fundamentally changing the baseline condition of the receptor, 

leading to total or considerable alteration of character or setting – e.g. complete or 

almost complete destruction of the archaeological resource; dramatic visual 

intrusion into a historic landscape element; adverse change in the setting or visual 

amenity of the feature/site; significant increase in noise; extensive changes to use 

or access.  

MEDIUM 

Impacts changing the baseline condition of the receptor materially but not entirely, 

leading to partial alteration of character or setting – e.g. a large proportion of the 

archaeological resource damaged or destroyed; intrusive visual intrusion into key 

aspects of the historic landscape; or use of site that would result in detrimental 

changes to historic landscape character. 

LOW 

Detectable impacts which alter the baseline condition of the receptor to a small 

degree – e.g. a small proportion of the surviving archaeological resource is 

damaged or destroyed; minor severance, change to the setting or structure or 

increase in noise; and limited encroachment into character of a historic landscape. 

NEGLIGIBLE 

Barely distinguishable adverse change from baseline conditions, where there would 

be very little appreciable effect on a known site, possibly because of distance from 

the development, method of construction or landscape or ecological planting, that 

are thought to have no long term effect on the historic value of a resource. 

UNCERTAIN 
Extent / nature of the resource is unknown and the magnitude of change cannot be 

ascertained. 

2.4.3 The overall Significance of Effects from the proposed development upon the Cultural Heritage 

Resource is determined by correlating the magnitude of Impact against value of the Cultural 

Heritage resource. Table 3 highlights the criteria for assessing the overall Significance of 

Effects. Where effects are moderate or above these are classified as significant. 

 
Table 3: Significance of Effects 

 

IMPORTANCE 

MAGNITUDE 

HIGH MED LOW NEG 

NATIONAL Severe Major Mod Minor 

REGIONAL Major Mod Minor Not Sig. 

LOCAL Mod Minor Minor Not Sig. 

NEGLIGIBLE Minor Not Sig. Not Sig. Nt. 

Not Sig. = Not Significant; Nt. = Neutral; Mod = Moderate; Ext. = Extensive  
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2.5 Limitations 

2.5.1 It should be noted that the report has been prepared under the express instruction and solely 

for the use of Proun Architects, and any associated parties they elect to share this information 

with. Measurements and distances referred to in the report should be taken as 

approximations only and should not be used for detailed design purposes.   

2.5.2 All the work carried out in this report is based upon the professional knowledge and 

understanding of AB Heritage on current (November 2014) and relevant United Kingdom 

standards and codes, technology and legislation. Changes in these areas may occur in the 

future and cause changes to the conclusions, advice, recommendations or design given. AB 

Heritage does not accept responsibility for advising the client’s or associated parties of the 

facts or implications of any such changes in the future. 

2.5.3 This report has been prepared utilising factual information obtained from third party sources. 

AB Heritage takes no responsibility for the accuracy of such information. It should also be 

noted that this report represents an early stage of a phased approach to assessing the 

archaeological and cultural heritage resource of the application site to allow the development 

of an appropriate mitigation strategy, should this be required. It does not comprise mitigation 

of impacts in itself. 
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3. PLANNING & LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 The following section highlights the key planning and legislative framework relevant to this 

project. Legislative framework, national planning policy and relevant sector guidance. 

3.2 Statutory Protection for Heritage Assets 

3.2.1 Current legislation, in the form of the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979, 

provides for the legal protection of important and well-preserved archaeological sites and 

monuments through their addition to a list, or 'schedule' of archaeological monuments by the 

Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport. This necessitates the granting of formal 

Scheduled Monument Consent for any work undertaken within the designated area of a 

Scheduled Ancient Monument. 

3.2.2 Likewise, structures are afforded legal protection in the form of their addition to ‘lists’ of 

buildings of special architectural or historical interest. The listing of buildings is carried out by 

the Department of Culture, Media and Sport under the Planning (Listed Buildings and 

Conservation Areas) Act, 1990. The main purpose of the legislation is to protect buildings and 

their surroundings from changes that would materially alter the special historic or architectural 

value of the building or its setting. This necessitates the granting of formal Listed Building 

Consent for all works undertaken to our within the designated curtilage of a Listed Building. 

This legislation also allows for the creation and protection of Conservation Areas by local 

planning authorities to protect areas and groupings of historical significance. 

3.2.3 The categories of assets with some form of legal protection have been extended in recent 

years, and now include Registered Parks and Gardens, and Historic Battlefields. While 

designation as a UNESCO World Heritage Site is not a statutory designation under English 

planning law, such a designation is regarded as a material consideration in planning 

decisions, and World Heritage Sites are in practice protected from development that could 

affect any aspect of their significance including settings within the Site and a buffer zone 

around it. 

3.3 National Planning Policy 

3.3.1 The NPPF sets out government policy on the historic environment, which covers all elements, 

whether designated or not, that are identified as ‘having a degree of significance meriting 

consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest’. 

3.3.2 One of the over-arching aims is to ‘Conserve heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their 

significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their contribution to the quality of life of this and 

future generations’. To achieve this, local planning authorities can request that the applicant 

describe “the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made by 

their setting”. The level of detail required in the assessment should be “proportionate to the 

assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the 

proposal on their significance”. It goes on to say that “where a site on which development is 

proposed includes or has the potential to include heritage assets with archaeological interest, 
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local planning authorities should require developers to submit an appropriate desk-based 

assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation.” 

3.3.3 A key policy within the NPPF is that “when considering the impact of a proposed development 

on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s 

conservation. The more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. 

3.3.4 With regard to non-designated heritage assets specific policy is provided in that a balanced 

judgement will be required having due regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the 

significance of the heritage asset affected. 

3.4 Greater London Authority Planning Policy 

The London Plan 2011: Historic Environment and Landscapes, with 2013 amendments 

3.4.1 Policy 7.8 Heritage Assets and Archaeology of the London Plan states that development 

should incorporate measures that identify, record, interpret, protect, and where possible, 

present the site’s archaeology.  

3.4.2 It highlights the importance of the preservation of the character of heritage assets through the 

re-use of heritage buildings and their settings, with consideration for sustainable and 

environmentally friendly development options. Any development which affects the setting of a 

heritage asset is required to be of the highest quality of architecture and design, in-keeping 

with local context and character.  

3.4.3 It also states that new development should make provision for the protection of archaeological 

resources, landscapes and significant memorials. The physical assets should, where 

possible, be made accessible to the public on-site.  Where the archaeological asset or 

memorial cannot be preserved or managed on-site, provision must be made for the 

investigation, understanding, recording, dissemination and archiving of the asset. 

3.4.4 Any development which will cause substantial harm or loss of a designated heritage asset will 

only be accepted in exceptional circumstances. The importance of the development will be 

assessed proportionately in terms of public benefit against the impact on, and the importance 

of the asset. 

3.4.5 The resulted deterioration of deliberate neglect or damage to a heritage asset will be 

disregarded when making a decision on a development proposal. 

3.5 Lambeth Local Development Framework Core Strategy 2011 

3.5.1 The Lambeth Local Plan Proposed Submission was submitted for independent examination in 

March 2014, and is intended to be in use by early 2015. For the purposes of this assessment 

(in October/November 2014) the policy in use is the 2011 Lambeth Local Development 

Framework Core Strategy, which is identified as the current planning policy by Lambeth 

Council (Lambeth Council 2014a). 
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Policy S9: Quality of the Built Environment 

3.5.2 The council aims to improve and maintain the quality of the built environment and its liveability 

to sustain stable communities. This is enforced by requiring the following of proposed 

developments affecting heritage assets: 

• High quality design of new buildings, extensions, and alterations which enhance the 

existing built environment and heritage 

• The safeguarding and improvement of heritage assets 

• Conformation with the National planning policy on the protection and enhancement of 

listed buildings, archaeological heritage and the character and appearance of 

conservation areas 

Policy 47: Conservation Areas 

3.5.3 The policy on Conservation Areas in Lambeth states that proposals for development within a 

conservation area should ‘preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the 

conservation area’.  

3.5.4 This is imposed on buildings, open areas, and for alterations including window designs, shop 

fronts, doors, canopies, windows, porticos, porches, roof details and party wall upstands.  

3.5.5 Developments should also preserve and reinstate characterful traditional uniform boundary 

treatment of the area (e.g. original cast iron railings and garden walls). 

Policy 43: The River Thames Policy Area – Urban Design 

3.5.6 The Government, The Mayor of London, and Lambeth Council aim to provide a prestigious 

and dramatic setting of development alongside the Thames in order to maintain London's 

image and status as a 'World City'. 

3.5.7 In terms of archaeology and heritage, proposed developments within the River Thames Policy 

Area (see Figure 3) must protect and enhance the special historic and architectural character 

of the area, by considering the following: 

• High quality of design 

• Enhancement of the character of the river frontage, local landmarks, and historic 

buildings, and that of the settings around them 

• Enhancement of the riverside silhouette and skyline and urban landscape pattern 

• Avoid contributing to a homogeneous riverside environment 

• Create or enhance views of the river and landmarks, including the Westminster World 

Heritage Site 

• Maintain key pedestrian approaches to the river 

• Protect, restore and enhance the draw dock, slipways, steps, stairs and other historic 

features associated with the river 
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4. ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE BASELINE 

4.1 Statutory Designated Features 

Within the Proposed Development Site 

4.1.1 The present building at the proposed development site is Grade II Listed. This listing 

encompasses the two storey building and basement, the steps, and the 19
th
 century ground 

floor extension [AB 23].  

The proposed development site falls within the Lambeth Palace Conservation Area [AB 49]. 

This designation was formed to reflect the presence of Lambeth Palace [AB 8] and its 

gardens [AB 8], which were developed in this area from the 12th century onwards. 

Within the 250m Study Area 

4.1.2 Additional designated areas within the study area include the Lambeth Walk Conservation 

Area [AB 50]and the Lambeth Palace Grounds APA [AB 43].Within the rest of the study area, 

there are an additional 19Listed Buildings [AB 7 – 8, 17, 24 - 28, 30 – 40]. This includes 

additional features which have been grouped together, as they represent related features in 

close proximity.  

4.2 Non Statutory & Historic Environment Record Data 

Within the Proposed Development Site 

4.2.1 The proposed development site falls within the Lambeth Waterfront Archaeological Priority 

Area [AB 42], which presumably preserves the interest in maintaining the present character 

and history of the waterfront; however no clarification could be gained regarding the APA at 

the time or writing. 

4.2.2 The site is recorded as falling within the Character Areas of Vauxhall Park North [AB 47] and 

Lambeth Palace [AB 45], which comprises of modern residential development and public 

historic parkland.  

There are no non statutory Historic Environment Records recorded by the GLAAS Historic 

Environment Record within the bounds of the proposed development site, however, one 

heritage feature which appears on the 1755 Lambeth and Christ Church Parish Map [AB 22] 

andconsists of the a possible former pound of the Lambeth Manor (now Lambeth Palace [AB 

8]) which may be on or close to the proposed development site, 

Within the 250m Study Area 

4.2.3 Within the 250m study area surrounding the proposed development site, there are 18non 

statutory heritage features recorded by the GLAAS Historic Environment Record [AB 1 – 6, 9 

– 12, 15 – 16, 18 – 21, 29 & 41], which also includes the registered Lambeth Palace Gardens 

[AB 44]. 

4.2.4 The remainingfourfeaturesconsist of two heritage feature records from the English Heritage 

National Heritage List for England [AB 13 - 14], and the HLCs of St Thomas’ Hospital [AB 46] 

and Waterloo Station [AB 48]. 
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4.3 Previous Archaeological Works in the Study Area 

4.3.1 Previous archaeological investigation within the 250m study area is primarily field based, and 

largely centred on Lambeth Palace [AB 8] and gardens [AB 9 &44], which lie c. 180m to the 

west of the proposed development site (GLAAS HER event reference numbers: ELO624, 

ELO1637, ELO1682, ELO1742-3, ELO1747-8, ELO1938, ELO1953, ELO1955, 

ELO1957,ELO2115, ELO10962, ELO11505-6, ELO11997, ELO13955&ELO14274). There 

have been finds of all periods from these locations, which primarily relate to the older, 

structures of the present day palace and gardens. However, there have also been finds of 

prehistoric and Roman date, and features of the Post Medieval and Modern periods.  

4.3.2 The property adjacent to the proposed development site to the west (216a Lambeth Road) 

was subject to a desk-based assessment, which found that there was a potential for the 

discovery of prehistoric and later Medieval remains (GLAAS HER event reference number: 

ELO14371). 

4.4 Archaeology & History Background 

The Prehistoric Periods (c .500,000 BC – AD 43) 

4.4.1 There are no known cultural heritage features dating to the prehistoric period within the 

bounds of the proposed development site, but there are two features of this date within the 

study area, which have been found as part of multi-period sites [AB 1 - 2]. 

4.4.2 Early prehistoric human activity in Greater London centres on the river valley, and mainly 

consists of flint tool finds, in exceptional numbers. There is evidence for later prehistoric 

activity in the form of isolated settlements, ritual structures, and field systems, although the 

burial monuments of this era which may be expected are lacking (Sidell ND). 

4.4.3 No such discoveries have been made within the study area, but the Prehistoric period is 

represented here by prehistoric flints [AB 1 & 2], some of which have been dated to the 

Mesolithic [AB 1],which have been found during excavation on Lambeth Road at c. 100 and 

c. 165m to the south-west of the proposed development site. 

The Roman Period (AD 43 – AD 410) 

4.4.4 There are no known cultural heritage features dating to the Roman period within the bounds 

of the proposed development site, but thereis one feature of this date within the study area 

[AB 3].  

4.4.5 The Roman settlement of Londiniumis thought to have been present shortly after the Claudian 

invasion of AD 43 (Milne 1995). The archaeological evidence of the Roman occupation in this 

area is substantial for the centuries following this; however, the only evidence of Roman 

activity within the study area is that of a Roman coin, which was found upon a possible 

Roman surface [AB 3] within Archbishops Park. This was found associated with other Roman 

and Medieval finds and features [AB 3], at c. 200m to the north-north-east of the proposed 

development site.  
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The Medieval Period (AD 410 – AD 1536) 

4.4.6 There are no known cultural heritage features dating to the Medieval period within the bounds 

of the proposed development site, but there are 10 featuresof this date within the study area 

[AB 4 - 13].  

4.4.7 While the centre of Roman Londinium was abandoned in the early Medieval, the settlement 

outside of the walled town remained and thrived. The whole area grew substantially after 

1066, and this included the development of Westminster as the royal and political centre of 

London. These developments were followed by the construction of a large number of 

churches, religious houses, and palaces in London (Sidell ND). 

4.4.8 In the 13
th
century, the original residence of the Archbishop of Canterbury in London was built 

in Lambeth, c. 180m to the west of the proposed development site. The present building is 

known as Lambeth Palace [AB 8], although its predecessors included ‘Lambeth House’ and 

‘The Manor of Lambeth’ [AB 5& 6]. There have been many alterations and additions since the 

13
th
 century, including substantial gardens to the north of the palace [AB 9& 44]. Lambeth 

Palace remains the home of the Archbishop of Canterbury, his family, and his staff, with easy 

access to Westminster Abbey across the River Thames.  

4.4.9 St Mary’s Church [AB 4 & 7] is immediately to the south of Lambeth Palace [AB 8], and c. 

180m to the west-south-west of the proposed development site. There are thought to have 

been several predecessors (including [AB 4]) to the present building, of which the tower dates 

to 1377.  

4.4.10 This area was well connected by roads in the Medieval [AB 10 – 12]. The routes of some of 

these are still in use in the present day, including what is known as Lambeth Road (A3203) 

[AB 10]. 

The Post Medieval Period (AD 1537 – AD 1800) 

4.4.11 There are two possible cultural heritage features dating to the Post Medieval period within the 

bounds of the proposed development site [AB 22 - 23], and 13 additionalfeaturesof this date 

within the study area [AB 14 – 21& 24 - 28].  

4.4.12 The Post Medieval in London is characterised by substantial development within and beyond 

the bounds of Greater London, particularly from the 18
th
 century onwards.  

4.4.13 The growth in population was stimulated in the 17
th
 and 18

th
 centuries as Lambeth become a 

well-established centre for tin-glazed pottery production (Museum of London ND).The area 

was ideal for this purpose, with easy access to water, good transport links, and a low lying 

aspect which provided the humid conditions needed working the clay (Thomas 1960).  

4.4.14 In 1778 the Archbishop of Canterbury obtained an Act to develop the glebe land of Lambeth 

Manor (now Lambeth Palace [AB 8]). As a result of this the rectory [AB 23] was built (date 

stone 1778), and still survives on site. This rectory may have been built on the site of one of 

the pounds of the manor[AB 22] (Roberts and Godfrey 1951), although this cannot be 

categorically confirmed based on the accuracy of mapping evidence at this time. 

4.4.15 Much of the later Post Medieval history within the study area surrounds a theme of residential 

development. This comprises a number of 18
th
 – 19

th
century terraces [AB 24 – 28] at c. 225m 
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to the east, and c. 60m to the south of the proposed development site, and one [AB 27] 

immediately to the east of the proposed development site. 

Modern Period (AD 1801 – present) 

4.4.16 There are no known cultural heritage features dating to the Modern period within the bounds 

of the proposed development site, and 12 features of this date within the study area [AB 29 – 

40]. 

4.4.17 The original Waterloo Station (beyond the northern edge of the proposed development site) 

and Windsor Line of the London and South Western Railway were opened in 1848. Many of 

the 18
th
 – 19

th
 century terraces [AB 24 – 28] may have been occupied by the construction 

workers. The Windsor line of the London and South Western Railway runs through the 

proposed development site (see Figure 4), at c. 45m to the east at its closest point.     

4.4.18 Alterations to the rectory building [AB 23] at the proposed development site included the 

addition of the east wing in 1828 – 1829, which was built to a storey lower than the existing 

1778 building.A ground floor extension was also added to the earliest part of the building in 

the late 19
th
 century (EH NHLE Listing Reference Number 204416).  

4.4.19 Therectory [AB 23] was reconstructed after it was seriously damaged in the Blitz (London 

County Council Bomb Damage Map). The work resulted in the whole building being levelled 

to the same height as the 19
th
 century east wing (Roberts and Godfrey 1951). 

4.4.20 While there are no records to provide a date for the garage in the south-west of the proposed 

development site (see Figure 6), it is assumed that this was also a modern addition to the 

site. The garage was present at the time of the site visit (see section 4.6) and is visible  

4.4.21 The majority of the heritage features of this period relate to brick walls and ornamental 

features, as additions to existing buildings [AB 30, 32 – 33, 36 – 37 & 39], such as cast iron 

railings [AB 39]. 

Undated 

4.4.22 There are no known undated cultural heritage features within the bounds of the proposed 

development site, and one undated feature within the study area [AB 41].  

4.4.23 The single undated feature within the study area consists of chalk and brick wall, and two 

possible cut features[AB 41] on Lambeth Walk, c. 220m to the south-south-east of the 

proposed development site.  

4.5 Historic Map Sources 

4.5.1 The earliest available map viewed of the area was the 1755 Parish Map of Lambeth and 

Christ Church (Plate 1). This shows two buildings [AB 22] along a road which roughly reflects 

the route of the present day Lambeth Road which is immediately to the south of the proposed 

development site. To the east of these buildings is an intersecting road, which reflects the 

route of the present Hercules Road and Carlisle Lane, c. 150m north-east of the proposed 

development site. It is possible that one of these buildings [AB 22] is situated on or close to 

the proposed development site; however, it can't be established for certain due to the 

difference in scale of the available mapping. As discussed previously, it is possible that these 
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are the former pounds of Lambeth Manor (now Lambeth Palace [AB 23]) (Roberts and 

Godfrey 1951). 

 

Plate 1: Extract from the 1755 Parish Map of Lambeth and Christ Church (London Metropolitan 

Archive), showing the approximate area of the proposed development site in red 

4.5.2 By 1761, the New and Correct Plan of The City of London, Westminster, and Southwark 

shows that the area of the proposed development site is no longer occupied by buildings, but 

a large field. In the short time between the dates of these two maps, the area is enclosed by a 

number of additional roads, including Lambeth Road, and unnamed roads which follow the 

current route of Hercules Road and Kennington Road (see Figure 1). 

4.5.3 The 1835 New Map of London shows considerable residential development has taken place 

since the mid-18
th
 century. The section of road on which St Mary’s Church [AB 7] stands was 

named Church Street, while further to the east, the road name changes according tothe 

names of terraces which line it on either side. For example, the location of the proposed 

development site was named ‘Union Place’ at this time.  

4.6 Site Visit 

4.6.1 A site visit was undertaken by Zoe Edwards (Archaeological Technician; AB Heritage) on the 

27
th
 October 2014. The purpose of this visit was to gain a greater understanding of the 

existing land use and past impacts within the current site limits, along with an appreciation for 

the potential survival of below ground archaeological deposits. 

4.6.2 The proposed development site is accessed from Lambeth Road via two double gates in the 

boundary wall (Photo 1). These provide entry onto a gravelled parking area in front of the 

rectory building. The gravelled area contains several large trees, a garage, and a number of 

drain and pipe covers features which suggest the presence of service pipes beneath the 
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surface. The garage within the proposed development site grounds does not appear to be 

visible on historic maps, nor does it appear on the current OS Map. However, during the site 

visit, it was present to the south-west of the rectory building, close to the western boundary 

wall (Photo 2). 

4.6.3 The rectory building is accessed from the south-facing front of the building, through concrete 

pillars and up a staircase to the front door (Photo 2). Another staircase at ground level was 

visible to the east of the main entrance, which leads to an additional entrance on a lower 

level. 

 

Photo 1: A full view of the southern side (front) of the proposed development from the north-

facing side of Lambeth Road 
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Photo 2: The view to the north-west from the south-east (front) of the proposed development site 

4.6.4 To the south-east of the Rectory is a concreted area which supports a metal shelter 

resembling a bus shelter (Photo 3). Adjacent to this is a walled area for the storage of bins 

(Photo 4), which is also accessible from Lambeth Road via a single gate in the boundary wall 

(Photo 1). 

 

Photo 3: The view to the north-east from the south-east (front)of the proposed development site, 

showing the metal shelter structure 
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Photo 4: The view to the south-east from the south-east (front) of the proposed development 

site, showing the bin storage area 

4.6.5 Iron railings separate the front and rear exterior sections of the proposed development site. 

Access to the rear of the site is through a gate and onto concrete steps. This continues onto a 

concrete pathway which leads past the western side of the building and along the northern 

side of the building in the back garden. The pathway has become overgrown, and the surface 

is currently being used as a surface for wooden benches. 

 

Photo 5: The view towards the western boundary of the proposed development site from the 

north-west (rear) of the proposed development site 
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4.6.6 The northern edge of the proposed development site is occupied by large tress and 

vegetation, which appears to have been once landscaped, although it has become overgrown 

(Photo 5&6).  

 

Photo 6: View to the north-east from the north (rear) of the proposed development site 

4.6.7 Re-development of the building after it was severely damaged during the Blitz is most evident 

on the northern side of the building, where much of the wall appears to have been 

reconstructed. This is shown in the colour variations of the bricks, and slight change to the 

brickwork of the gauged flat brick arches of the windows, as shown in Photo 7. 
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Photo 7: The view of the north-eastern end of the building, from the north-east (rear) of the 

proposed development site 

4.6.8 The rest of the back garden is laid to lawn, which, particularly against the north-facing side of 

the building, is interrupted by service covers (Photo 8). There is also a single concrete slab 

which is barely visible through the grass, in the north-east of the lawn area. The purpose of 

this is unknown.  

 

Photo 8: The view towards the north-facing side of the building from the north-east of the 

proposed development site, showing various service covers 
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5. ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL & MITIGATION 

5.1 Known Heritage Resource 

5.1.1 Within the bounds of the proposed development site are two known cultural heritage features 

[AB 22 – 23].  

5.1.2 This includes the Grade II Listed 1778 rectory [AB 23] which remains present at the site with 

later additions and alterations. The rectory was built here after a private Act was obtained by 

the Archbishop of Canterbury in 1778, allowing him to build upon the glebe land of Lambeth 

Manor. The glebe land included the area of what is now the proposed development site, 

which was previously the site of a pound [AB 22] of Lambeth Manor (now Lambeth Palace 

[AB 8]) (Roberts and Godfrey 1951). The 1755 Lambeth and Christ Church Parish Mapshows 

that there are buildings present in the area of the proposed development site at this time, one 

of which may represent the former pound [AB 22]. 

5.1.3 The surrounding 250m study area contained a number of heritage features, dating from 

prehistoric to Modern, but is mainly dominated by Medieval to Modern historic buildings and 

architectural features.  

5.1.4 The proposed development site lies within the Conservation Area [AB 49], and an additional 

Archaeological Priority Area comprising the Lambeth Waterfront [AB 42]. 

5.2 Past Impacts within the Site Boundary 

5.2.1 Potential below ground impacts at the proposed development site primarily surround the 

construction of the rectory [AB 23], and the later additions to it. Other than the foundations of 

the building, the impacts include the levelling of the site, and the construction of the lower 

ground floor at the front of the building. The numerous service covers observed during the site 

visit (e.g. Photo 8) suggest that there may be a below-ground impact as a result of the 

present service pipes, and the possible former pipe networks which have served the present 

building [AB 23] since it was constructed in the 18
th
 century. The potential below-ground 

damage caused by the site being bombed during the Blitz must also be considered, as the 

rectory building [AB 23] is known to have been seriously damaged as a result of this (London 

County Council Bomb Damage Map). 

5.2.2 The construction of the modern garage to the south-west of the rectory building may have 

caused some impact below the ground, but this would be highly dependent on the method of 

construction. Foundations for this structure would have had a below-ground impact. 

Alternatively, the placement of a concrete slab directly onto the surface may cause more of a 

compression impact on any potential archaeological deposits beneath it. It must also be 

considered that the roots of the mature trees may have disturbed or truncated any potential 

below ground archaeological remains.  

5.2.3 Despite these past impacts, it is unlikely that the full extent of the proposed development site 

has been impacted below the ground surface.   
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5.3 Potential Archaeological Resource 

5.3.1 Based on the possible remains located within the proposed development site, the assets in 

the wider study area, and the past impacts on potential below-surface archaeological 

remains, it is concluded that there is an unknown potential for the recovery of: 

• Remains relating to the possible building [AB 22] which appears on the Lambeth and 

Christ Church Parish Map of 1775, and may be a former pound of Lambeth Manor 

• Remainsof all other periods, including other features relating to the development of the 

land surrounding Lambeth Palace [AB 8] 

5.3.2 While it cannot be confirmed at this time, the perceived value of any features recovered 

during potential development works is possibly ofunknown importance (in line with Table 1). 

5.4 Predicted Impact of Proposed Development 

5.4.1 The proposed development consists of plans to construct a new lower ground floor at the 

front of the present building, a new basement at the rear, and a two storey carriage building 

with basement to the west side of the front garden, replacing the current garage at the 

site.This will involve excavation for the construction of the below-ground levels, and the 

insertion of piles into the ground to support walling beams. The works will also reinstate the 

former second floor which was demolished after it was seriously damaged during the Blitz 

(London County Council Bomb Damage Map). 

5.4.2 The ground surface will be penetrated to some depth during these works, which may include 

the addition of further service pipes into the new carriage building. 

5.4.3 The potential impact of the proposed development could not be accurately estimated based 

on the information available for the history of the proposed development site. This is due to 

various possibletruncations across different areas of the site which cannot be accurately 

placed.  

5.4.4 Overall, it is concluded that it is possible that remains associated with a former Lambeth 

Manor pound [AB 22] have survived within the bounds of the proposed development site, 

along with other potential features pre-dating the rectory. However, the level of potential 

impact upon these as a result of the proposed development is unknown. 

5.4.5 With regard for the Grade II Listed rectory, the proposed development is not considered to 

have any adverse effect on its setting. The nature of the external proposed developments 

appears to maintain the character of the building, and the site of the proposed carriage 

building is already occupied by a garage. The remaining proposed developments will not be 

visible at ground level.  

5.4.6 It is also deemed unlikely that these proposed developments will affect the setting of other 

surrounding designated features, due to the surrounding walls and tress at the proposed 

development site obstructing views in and out of the proposed development site.   
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5.5 Outline Recommendations 

5.5.1 Based on the findings of this assessment it is proposed that a programme of archaeological 

evaluation trenching be undertaken in advance of proposed development. This would allow 

for the investigation of any potential below ground archaeological remains, and the 

development of an appropriate mitigation strategy, if required. 

5.5.2 In addition, with regard to the extant above ground archaeological resource on site comprising 

of the Grade II Listed Rectory [AB 23], it is proposed that a Historic Building Recording survey 

be undertaken, internally and externally, ahead of the proposed changes to the building. This 

would comply with English Heritage guidance on the recording of Historic Building’s.  

5.5.3 These recommendations would need to be approved by the GLAAS Planning Archaeologist.   
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Appendix 1 Gazetteer of Cultural Heritage Features 

CA: Conservation Area    HPG: Registered Historic Parks and Gardens 

NHLE National Heritage List for England  HLC:  Historic Landscape Character Area 

LB Listed Building 

APA Archaeological Priority Area 

 

AB No. PERIOD TYPE DESCRIPTION STATUS NGR HER/ID No. 

1  Prehistoric - 

Post Medieval 
Monument 

A multi-period site at 129 Lambeth Road, which has produced two 

Mesolithic flakes, a Roman potsherd within 17th century bedding 

trenches, a Medieval occupation site, and a post Medieval cess pit and 

drains. 

- TQ 3066 7895 

MLO407         

MLO113         

MLO354 

2  Prehistoric - 

Post Medieval 
Monument 

A multi-period site at 113-129 Lambeth Road, inlcuding the foundations 

of the Medieval Norfolk House, Prehistoric flints, Roman pottery and 

early Medieval cultivation soil and ditch. Evidence of later occupation 

includes an 18th century tenement and pit, and evidence of Post 

Medieval pottery manufacture.  

- TQ 3070 7898 

MLO474         

MLO239      

MLO945                  

MLO925         

3  
Roman - 

Medieval & 

Undated 

Monument 

A Roman coin found on a possible Roman surface during excavation at 

Archbishops Park, along with a ditch containing Roman and Medieval 

pottery sherds, two pits containting early Medieval pottery, and the site 

of an undated enclosure, which may relate to Lambeth Palace. 

- TQ 3090 7927 

MLO878          

MLO417       

MLO374       

4  Medieval Building The early Medieval Church of St Mary  - TQ 3060 7901 MLO135 

5  Medieval Monument 
The probable site of the early Medieval Lambeth Manor House, which 

was the predeccessor to Lambeth Palace 
- TQ 3060 7905 MLO135 

6  Medieval Monument 
The foundations of the former Mortons Tower, exposed by excavation at 

Lambeth Palace 
- TQ 3057 7903 MLO56 
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7  Medieval - 

Modern 
Building 

St Mary's Church, Lambeth Road.  The Tower dates to 1377 with later 

repairs. Inside are two early 16th century recessed tomb chests in the 

chancel, and several 18th - 19th cenury memorial tablets in the aisles. 

There are also a number of stone sarcophagus in St Mary's churchyard, 

most of which date to c. 1800. One sandstone sarcophagus dates to 

1662. 

All Grade II* 

LB 

TQ 30598 

79013 

MLO88332-3    

LB 204420-3                  

MLO88763-4      

LB 204424 

8  Medieval - 

Modern 
Building 

Lambeth Palace, including the Medieval Chapel, Archbishops Palace, 

and Gatehouse, the post Medieval Archbishops Palace, the Modern 

Apartment and Guardhouse, the former 17th century Great Hall and 

Medieval Guardhouse, and the 19th century Library. Also at the site of 

the Palace are various features of the the kitchen gardens, Medieval 

gullies, brick drains and ditches, Medieval middens, Prehistoric pottery 

sherds and fints, evidence of sequential Medieval building and 

demolition, and Modern gardens [AB 9 & 44]. 

Grade I LB 

(Lambeth 

Palace) 

TQ 30610 

79084 

MLO56      

MLO88771       

MLO316       

MLO77123-4           

MLO231     

MLO783       

MLO155-6     

MLO161        

LB 204400 

9  Medieval Monument 

The former Medieval gardens and park of Lambeth Palace, including 

fishponds, vineyard, herb garden, rabbit garden, orchards and walks, 

most of which are no longer present. Also, the results of an earthwork 

survey suggested the former presence of an 18th century formal garden. 

During excavation, a posthole was found cut into a Roman soil layer. 

Additional features of the Medieval and Post Medieval were found, 

including a pit, a moat, and a possible pathway. The area is now 

occupied by 19th and 20th century public and private gardens.  

Grade II 

HPG (see 

[AB 44]) 

TQ 3075 7920 

MLO594        

MLO101360     

MLO66087-8    

HPG 

DLO32870 

10  Medieval Monument 

The former route of a Medieval road which documentary evidence 

suggests took a route along the present St George’s Road and Lambeth 

Road 

- 
TQ 31250 

78985 
MLO13563 

11  Medieval Monument 

The former route of a Medieval road which documentary evidence 

suggests took a route along the present Hercules Road and 

Westminster Bridge Road 

- 
TQ 31031 

79329 
MLO13564 
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12  Medieval Monument 

The former route of a Medieval road which documentary evidence 

suggests took a route along part of Lambeth High Street and the Albert 

Embankment 

- 
TQ 30490 

78485 
MLO13562 

13  Medieval - 

Post Medieval 
Monument The site of the former Lambeth Green - TQ 3091 7915 NHLE 404404 

14  Post Medieval Monument 

The location of a former pottery production site, identified by 

documentary sources (specific location unobtainable - may be incorrect 

location) 

- TQ 31 79 
NHLE 

1266894 

15  Post Medieval Monument The site of the Princes Stairs landing steps at Albert Embankment - TQ 307 789 MLO413 

16  Post Medieval Monument 
The site of a Smock Mill on Juxon Street, which was demolished by 

1851 
- TQ 3083 7898 MLO415 

17  Post Medieval Monument 
The early 18th century walls of the former graveyard perimeter on 

Lambeth High Street 
Grade II LB 

TQ 30674 

78845 

MLO88323       

LB 204394 

18  Post Medieval Monument A burial vault beneath the former church on Lambeth Palace Road - TQ 3060 7910 MLO711 

19  Post Medieval  Monument Several cut features of Post Medieval date at 220 Lambeth Road - TQ 3075 7904 MLO632 

20  Post Medieval Monument 

Two delftware furnaces and a large amount of waste was found during 

an excavation at Norfolk House. A factory was thought to have be 

operational here between 1680-1737. A late 19th century glass or kiln 

furnace was also found here amongst glass-working debris. 

- 
TQ 30762 

78951 

MLO35619       

MLO231 

21  Post Medieval Monument 

Two possible gravel extraction pits dating to 1660 - 1750, pottery of the 

18th century, and cellars of former residences were found during an 

evaluation at 11-21 Old Paradise Street 

- 
TQ 30711 

78914 
MLO98182 
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22  Post Medieval Monument 

A building which appears on the 1755 Map of the Parishes of Lambeth 

and Christ Church, which is situated on or close to the proposed 

development site. This may be one of the former pounds of Lambeth 

Manor (now palace) 

- 
TQ 30811 

79065 
- 

23  Post Medieval 

- Modern 
Building 

A 1778 building with 1828-9 and lateradditions and alterations. There 

are external steps and iron rails to modernised doorway in projecting 

brick porch. Gauged flat brick arches have replaced sash windows with 

glazing bars. The easternend of the property incorporates an older 

house, from which projects a late C19 ground floor extension.  

Grade II LB 
TQ 30813 

79070 

MLO88950          

LB 204416 

24  Post Medieval 

- Modern 
Monument 

An 18th-19th century terraced house and iron railings at 150 Lambeth 

Road 
Grade II LB 

TQ 31035 

79160 

MLO88329            

LB 204411 

25  Post Medieval 

- Modern 
Monument 

An 18th-19th century terraced house, steps, and iron railings at 152 

Lambeth Road 
Grade II LB 

TQ 31030 

79156 

MLO89156            

LB 204412 

26  Post Medieval 

- Modern 
Monument 

An 18th-19th century terraced house, with external steps, iron railings, 

and a Blue Plaque for Sir Philip Ben Greet (1857 - 1936) at 156 

Lambeth Road 

Grade II LB 
TQ 31018 

79150 

MLO88766            

LB 204413 

27  Post Medieval 

- Modern 
Monument 

An 18th-19th century terraced house, with external steps and iron 

railings at 210 Lambeth Road 
Grade II LB 

TQ 31018 

79150 

MLO88331            

LB 204415 

28  Post Medieval 

- Modern 
Building 

Late 18th century or early 19th century terraced houses at 4-12 Pratt 

Walk 
Grade II LB 

TQ 30824 

79003 

MLO89005       

LB 204574-5          

MLO88618        

29  Modern Monument 

Land laid out as a park in 1884, with a watch house (1825) and 

mortuary, which was given to the parish by Archbishop Tenison as 

grounds for St Mary's. it is now a small public park with tombstones 

lining the walls. 

- TQ 3068 7884 MLO10184 

30  Modern Monument 
A tall red brick wall with blue diaper and plain stone coping, probably of 

19th century date 
Grade II LB 

TQ 30566 

79066 

MLO88770         

LB 204402 
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31  Modern Monument Mid-19th century gothic mounting block at Lambeth Palace Grade II LB 
TQ 30646 

79081 

MLO89154      

LB 204404 

32  Modern Monument 
A 19th century tall battlemented stock brick wall dividing the Palace 

grounds from St Mary's Churchyard, including an entrance archway 
Grade II LB 

TQ 30629 

79020 

MLO89153        

LB 204401 

33  Modern Monument Early 19th century retaining walls of 148, 152, and 154 Lambeth Road Grade II LB 
TQ 31024 

79143 

MLO88330      

LB 204414 

34  Modern Monument A 19th century four-storey brick house Grade II LB 
TQ 31042 

79160 

MLO88767       

LB 204410 

35  Modern Building An 1880 infants' school on Lambeth Road Grade II LB 
TQ 30744 

79032 

MLO89157          

LB 204417 

36  Modern Monument 
A brick wall with round terra-cotta coping along front and at right end, 

and three gate piers with terra-cotta blocks of trefoil vertical section 
Grade II LB 

TQ 30744 

79025 

MLO88765             

LB 204418 

37  Modern Monument 
Stone-coped battlemented tall stock brick wall with two entrance arches 

and ornamental iron gates at 222 Lambeth Road 
Grade II LB 

TQ 30709 

79038 

MLO88326         

LB 204403 

38  Modern Monument 
An elaborately decorated cast iron 20th century lamp post on Lambeth 

Road 
Grade II LB 

TQ 30908 

79075 

MLO103033              

LB 506415 

39  Modern Monument Mid 19th century low rubble walls supporting elaborate iron railings Grade II LB 
TQ 30612 

79005 

MLO89158          

LB 204421 

40  Modern Building 
A carpentry and scenery shop built in 1913 at 1-7 Newport Street, for the 

construction of theatre propsand scenery 
Grade II LB 

TQ 30809 

78831 

MLO88868         

LB 432160 

41  Undated Monument 
A chalk and brick wall, and two possible cut features of unknown date 

were found during excavation on Lambeth Walk 
- TQ 3091 7885 MLO631 

42  Undated APA Lambeth Waterfront Archaeological Priority Area - AREA DLO35571 
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43  Undated APA Lambeth Palace Grounds Archaeological Priority Area - AREA DLO35570 

44  Undated HPG Lambeth Palace Gardens 
Grade II 

HPG  
AREA DLO32870 

45  Undated HLC Lambeth Palace Historic Park - AREA 947 

46  Undated HLC St Thomas Hospital - AREA 968 

47  Undated HLC Vauxhall Park North - AREA 956 

48  Undated HLC Waterloo Station - AREA 944 

49  Undated CA Lambeth Palace Conservation Areas - AREA CA10 

50  Undated CA Lambeth Walk - AREA CA50 
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Figure 1: Site Location
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Figure 4: Map of Cultural Heritage
Features
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Figure 6: Existing Site Plan
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Figure 7: Proposed Basement Plan
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Figure 9: Proposed Ground Floor
Plan
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Figure 10: Proposed First Floor Plan
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Figure 11: Proposed Second Floor
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